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Abstract 
Huge amount of information is available in un-structured (text) documents. Knowledge discovery in un-structured 
document has been recognized as promising task in the recent years. Since un-structured document is typically 
formatted for human viewing, it varies widely from document to document. Frequent changes made to their 
formatting further causes difficulty in construction of a global schema. So, Discovery of interesting rules form it is 
complex and tedious process. Most of the existing system uses hand-coded wrappers to extract information, which is 
monotonous and time consuming. In this paper we propose a novel and hybrid approach of learning (context-free) 
grammar rules that are based on alignment between texts. Also it automatically discovers the grammar rules using 
grammatical inference of repeated pattern present in un-structured (text) document. The generated rules can be used 
to infer the attribute value pairs from the unstructured text document. 
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1. Introduction 
Learning grammatical information from given sample of texts has attracted a lot of attention in past 
few decades. Application include computational linguistics [12]-[14], bio-informatics [15], [16], structural 
pattern recognition [17]-[19] and compression [20] [21]. Extracting information from text document is 
usually done by software called wrappers. Information is mined through the approach used in 
subheadings, images and formulae. Wrapping text document is usually based on manual technique [1, 2, 
and 3]. The problem with manually coded wrappers is that writing them is difficult and time-consuming 
job, as there is no standard semantics of text document. As a result the key challenges, for un-structured 
document information extraction is to develop the technique that allows the automation of extraction 
process. In automated grammar learning, the task is to infer grammar rules from given sentences of the 
target language. The sentences (strings of alphabet) are given as example for grammar learning. 
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We have constricted on un-structured data source containing data, which is fielded but not tapered by 
global schema. Document such as address book, product catalog, and classified advertisement listing etc 
falls into this categories. Our work uses the alignment between the texts of a given collection of sentences 
and grammatical inference to automate the construction of wrappers to facilitate the process of 
information extraction.  
2. Context-free Grammar Inference 
The problem of learning the correct grammar from finite example of the unknown language is known 
as grammatical inference problem. A good survey of the field is due to Lillian Lee [4] and colin de la 
Higirea [5]. Although, context free language is well understood, there are serious limitations to learning 
them. According to Gold leaning from text is much harder problem [6].  Effective learning of formal 
language is another challenging research problem. The formal model provides an operational framework 
for numerous practical applications. It is useful in data mining, information extraction and prediction 
[7,8,9] In the case of sequence mining, datasets normally have only positive example and not negative 
example, so we are interested in inferring CFG form positive example data. In fact Gold [10] shows that 
not all language can be inferred from positive example only. A language that can be inferred by looking at 
a finite number of positive example can only said to be inferable in limit [10]. The grammatical inference 
given by Gold[10] introduced the notion of identification in the limit. This notion concerned with limiting 
behavior of an inference algorithm on an infinite sequence of example. Formally, a complete presentation 
of language L is an infinite sequence of ordered pair (w,l) from ¦* u {0,1} where l=1 if l  L and 0 
otherwise and every string   w  ¦* appears at least once. If an inference method M is run on larger and 
larger initial segments of a complete presentation, it will generate a infinite sequence of guesses g1, g2,g3, 
etc. M is said to identity L in the limit if there exist some number m shut that all of the guesses gi are the 
same for i t m, and gm is equivalent to L is an infinite. This approach is not directly feasible for the web 
document task, science only positive set of example is available. Gold showed that any class of languages 
containing all the finite language and at least one infinite language couldn’t be identified in the limit from 
only positive sample. As a consequence, the large body of researchers works on it. This research has led 
to identification of several such classes [11]. 
3. Grammatical Inference algorithm 
Alignment based learning (ABL) [22] is based on alignment information. In ABL. Pair wise alignment 
for each pair of the input sentences is done by finding equal parts and unequal parts. Pair wise alignment 
is an arrangement of two sequences, which shows where the two sequences are similar and where they 
differ. A good alignment shows the most significant similarities, and the least differences. The algorithm 
considers the relative complexity of candidate grammar. For convenience we take the hypothesis to the set 
of stochastic context free grammars.  Stochastic context free grammar is the context free grammar with 
probabilities attached to their productions. This augmented space is more continuous than the space of 
standard context-free grammars and provide more freedom for modifying candidate grammars. For 
example, the production can be continuously deformed into1 the production  by varying 
the probabilities of w alternative from 0 to 0.5. The probabilities also make it possible to quantitatively 
assess the fit between a candidate grammar and language sample by calculating the probability that the 
given grammar would have generated. 
We split the problem of grammatical inference into following phases: 
x Codification of string: Before we can apply this algorithm, we need to transform the data into 
suitable format. The algorithm expects a set of positive sequence of confiscating of symbols from a 
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finite alphabet set based on their alignment. So the strings (sentences) of input data sets are 
codified based on their syntactic categories.  
x Calculate probabilities:  for all sub string calculate the probabilities  
 where are string occurring in the sample and   
are their relative frequencies. If all string are different, then the  will be equal to 1/m where m is 
number of string how ever the pi may very if some string appear more than once in the sample.
x Discovery of pattern: Searching of repeated sub-string‘s’ are performed and the sub-string‘s’ that 
occured multiple times are indicated by its associated probabilities, a new grammar re added 
and all occurrences of are replaced by Ǥ
x Multiple Production alternative: If the occurrence of s is in such a position that multiple production 
alternatives are possible  then new production is    and 
x Redundant production: Merge redundant rules and drop production, which are inaccessible (cannot 
be reached from start symbol). 
3.1.  Algorithm  
Input: A corpora C of flat sentence (Codified string). Max_number(substring) 
Output: Set of CFG rules R 
Begin  
Initialize rule set 
// Calculate sub-sub-strings  
while  do 
= sub-string(C) 
     for each sub-string  do      // calculate the relative frequencies of  sub-string E 
     Pȕ= calculate_relative_frequency  // This procedure return probability  for the sub string  in the corpora. 
end for 
ൌselect  of highest relative_friquency Pȕ
N= select next non terminal symbol // add new rule to rule set R 
if   then 
  if hen 
ȀȀ apply replacement rule for each string in the corpora 
 
else // has multiple production alternative. 
 
 
N= select next non terminal symbol 
 
Update 
end if  
    end if 
end while // drop redundant alternative. 
 remove multiple occurrence  preserving one occurrence
    
end. 
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3.2. Experimental Results 
The proposed algorithm has been implemented using a code written in C programming language. The 
main data structures are stored in array of character and for sub string and relative frequency count the 
array of structure (string and double field) are used respectively. It uses the alignment between the texts 
of a given collection of sentences and probabilistic relative frequency for replacement rule in the corpora. 
Table 1. The detail of Nokia Mobile (A part of  text file  for Mobile Listing) 
 
 
3.3. Codification of  String 
The main job of codification is to replace the string by a token so that the further processing becomes 
simple. It considers the alignment and font size. A string having same alignment is replaced by same 
tokens. 
      S1: T1, S2: T2 T3 T4 T5, S3: T6 T7 T8 T9, S4: T6 T7 T8 T9, S5: T6 T7 T8 T9, S6 : T6 T7 T8 T9 
Where  is the string after  token identification  
Table 2. Coded text of Table 1(Discovery of patterns for the context-free languages) 
Iterations 
YoT6 T7 T8 T9 
T1 
T2 T3 T4 T5 
YYYY
 ZoT2T3T4T5 
T1 
Z 
YYYY
XoT1 Z YYYY 
 
3.4. Output 
After applying the proposed algorithm the following set of grammar results: 
 , , 
We can interpret this as fallows: the start symbol represents a complete text. We can see that a text 
begins with fixed preamble; followed by a variable number of occurrences of Y each represents a single 
listing. A listing consists of a raw, which contains reference to their text Z. The non-terminal Y 
corresponding to a listing we may generate wrappers that segment each listing by searching the pattern 
specified by Y. The data fields for each listing can be extracted by mapping the text symbols to their 
actual content. Then the domain specific heuristics can be used to identify the semantic meaning of 
different fields. Science domain specific knowledge is not used in grammar generation it is used in the 
last step so this approach can be easily used in other domain. After applying the procedure we get 
following attribute value. 
Table 3. Partial listing of extracted records 
Site address Model Price Description 
nokia-e7_1146.html Nokia E7 Rs.25691 A QWERTY plus  ..... 
nokia-n900_897.html Nokia N900 Rs.23529 Nokia N900 is a high  . 
nokia-n97-mini_898.html Nokia N97 Mini Rs.17788 12 MP Camera  ….. 
nokia-x6-16gb_1080.html Nokia X6 16GB Rs. 330,00 Auto Exposure, Auto   
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4. Conclusion 
This paper describes a general approach for generating information extraction wrappers using 
grammatical inference that enables information extraction from the un-structured document. In this work 
we have extracted attribute value of frequently occurring data from data intensive document. This work 
can be seen as a component of the larger goal of extracting knowledge repositories in un-structured text.  
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